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EDITORIAL

New chair per son
My best wishes to Ms.

Malini Parthasarathy for

being appointed

Chairperson (“ Malini

Parthasarathy appointed

Chairperson of The Hindu

Group Publishing Private

Limited” , July 16). This is

also a time to remember

the valuable contr ibutions

of Mr. N. Ram to the

newspaper. During his

tenure as Chairman, several

changes were made to the

paper, but it has retained its

status as the No. 1 paper in

south India. He did not

compromise either  on the

values of the organisation

or on the ethics of the

business. We wish him a

healthy retired life. 

R.S. Ragh avan, 

Bengaluru

With her r ich exper ience as

both Executive Editor and

Editor of the paper, we are

sure Ms. Parthasarathy will

uphold the highest

standards of journalistic

probity and excellence. 

P.K. Var adar ajan,

Chennai 

Our best wishes to the new

Chairperson for carrying

forward THG’s legacy of

serving the national interest

and enlightening the

common man on daily

events without any bias.

A.A. Jambuk umar an, 

Chennai 

Rape myths
Women are well within

their  r ight to party and

drink; that does not by any

means signal consent for a

physical relationship

(“ Putting victims on tr ial” ,

July 16). Also, once-given

consent cannot be regarded

as holding true for all times.

It is r idiculous to argue that

a woman is resisting

physical abuse only if she

shouts. There is no such

thing as a standard mode of

behaviour for women

defending themselves

against rape. It is appalling

that such arguments are

made in courts even today

to shame victims. 

Sanat h  Kumar  T.S., 

Thr issur

The practice of blaming

victims is deeply

entrenched in our society.

The very basis of this

notion starts at the family

level. It begins when we

teach girls that they should

dress or behave in a

particular  manner  that

doesn’t invite trouble. This

gender-biased instruction at

home needs to change rst. 

R. Dh at ch inamoor t h y,

Trichy

Mar ks aren’t  ever ything
India’s education system is

nothing but a marks-

oriented environment

(“ Fewer high scorers in

Class 10 exams” , July 16). It

doesn’t teach students how

to cope with failure. There

is a need to shift from

focusing on marks alone to

overall development. For

this, the media, teachers

and parents all play an

important role. Instead of

shar ing stor ies on toppers

alone, the media should

also talk of how such a

narrow-minded idea of

achievement is dangerous

for children. Parents and

teachers should teach

children to focus on their

own special and creative

deal, the Trans-Paci c

Partnership, UNESCO,

UNHRC and WHO has

dismayed the rest of the

world. Under these

circumstances, India has a

critical role to play in

bringing together the

nations in the Indo-Paci c,

forging regional alliances

for closer  coordination and

cooperation, and blunting

Chinese aggression. The

U.S.’s attitude and

withdrawal from

multilateral agencies and

agreements is not only

harming the world but the

U.S. itself, and is providing

a fertile ground for China to

pursue its hegemonic goals.

Kosar aju Ch andr amoul i ,

Hyderabad

skills, so that students are

not under such pressure. 

Ank i t a Pr ash er , 

Bundala

Oppor tuni ty for  India
With China’s increasing

economic and military

power, the Indo-Paci c

region is facing an

unprecedented situation

begging for closer

coordination between the

nations in the region, but it

lacks a unifying force

(“ China’s post-COVID

aggression is reshaping

Asia” , July 16). The U.S.

seems to have neither  the

will nor the foresight to

support the region in its

e orts against China’s

aggression. The way the

U.S. has abandoned

multilateralism by

withdrawing from the Par is

Accord, the Iran nuclear
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I
n the 19th and 20th centur ies,

Indian universities emerged as

institutions where a pr ivileged

generation of colonial subjects

trained to serve the colonial re-

gime and fur ther  Western political

ideals. Some graduates went on to

serve the colonial state, while oth-

ers contr ibuted to the nationalist

movement. 

Reforming higher learning

In the 20th century, the growth of

nationalism, liberal education and

the process of de-colonialisation

o ered universities with an oppor-

tunity to revise the curr iculum

and to de ne new goals. Over the

years, these institutions gradually

discarded their elitist character

and became more representative.

In the initial decades after Inde-

pendence, the government was

conscious of var ious social, eco-

nomic and nancial challenges. It

strongly supported these institu-

tions, encouraging them to fur ther

develop an academic r igour that

would shape a new generation and

contr ibute to the nation-building

process. The Indian Institutes of

Technology and Indian Institutes

of Management along with other

distinctly envisioned institutions

of academic excellence like the In-

dian Institute of Science, Indian

Statistical Institute, and Jawaharlal

Nehru University emerged as mo-

del institutions that de ned the

new academic ethos and the vi-

gour of the modern Indian nation.

The institutional  and academic

autonomy o ered to these institu-

tions was central to their  emerging

as premier institutions of higher

learning in India. Other universi-

ties in India also took the lead, re-

vised curr icula and set about the

task of reforming the university as

a space for healthy academic en-

gagement. These changes were

marked by the growing impor-

tance of var ious large representa-

tive institutional bodies like facul-

ty committees, committees of

courses, board of studies, univer-

sity senates, academic councils

and executive councils. These bo-

dies oversaw the administrative

and academic functioning of the

university and ensured a collective

decision-making based on ser ious

academic deliberation. It was here

that academicians contested each

other ’s claims over ideological po-

sitions, scholar ly beliefs, collec-

tively shaped curr icula and de-

ned the fer tile learning space that

these institutions of higher learn-

ing espouse. This healthy scholar-

ly debate shaped the process of na-

tion building in independent

India. It inspired individuals who

went on to contr ibute to the

growth of the economy, politics

and shaped var ious social move-

ments that transformed the nation

in the rst 50 years of the republic.

A new intellectual regime

From 2005 onwards, these chang-

es that infused a new vigour in in-

stitutional  academia were under-

mined by government policy that

displayed an eagerness to impose

a new intellectual regime. The

constitution of the National Know-

ledge Commission and a very

strong emphasis on pr ivatisation

of education undermined the de-

liberative and independent cha-

racter of these institutions of high-

er education. Administrative and

academic decisions were imposed

from above and discussions within

various academic bodies were dis-

couraged. The imposition of the

semester system across India and

the introduction of a four-year un-

dergraduate programme in many

public and pr ivate universities

were hallmarks of this new era of

bureaucratic centralisation. The

government of the day underva-

lued the academic achievements

of scholars from Indian universi-

ties, romanticised Amer ican aca-

demia and undermined all the

progress, new academic traditions

and culture that had shaped In-

dian universities since Indepen-

dence. It justi ed governmental

intervention arguing that Indian

academia had stagnated. Those in

positions of author ity within the

universities were encouraged to

undermine academic bodies and

limit their  role in revising and reg-

ulating matters per taining to cur-

r icula, teaching and academic life

in their institutions.

These changes made it possible

for a new wave of governmental

interventions starting in 2015. The

imposition of the ‘cafeter ia sys-

tem’ associated with the Choice

Based Credit System and renewed

attempts to pr ivatise higher  educa-

tion linked to an emphasis on

rankings were highlights of this

new thrust. It became apparent

that the government’s desire for

intervention now included the de-

termination of minute details per-

taining to academic curr icula, the

teaching-learning process and the

parameters that governed aca-

demic research within the univer-

sity. Academicians were disenfran-

chised of their  role in designing

curr icula and their own academic

work was removed from the regu-

latory gaze of peers to that of the

government bureaucracy. Dur ing

this per iod, the universit y

emerged as an extension of

government.

Bureaucratic centralisation

This trend intensi ed with the out-

break of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The manner in which the Central

government and the University

Grants Commission have imposed

themselves on the daily function-

ing of all higher  educational insti-

tutions (Central, State and private)

represents a new government-

or iented bureaucratic centralisa-

tion. Decisions about the conclu-

sion of academic term, the modal-

ities for evaluation and the

conduct of the teaching-learning

process have become exclusive go-

vernment prerogatives overnight .

The var ious academic bodies that

had or iginal jur isdiction over

these matters and were being sub-

jected to decisions by higher  auth-

orities in the last few years have, in

the last few weeks, been made re-

dundant. How and whether  exam-

inations are to be conducted has

become an issue of contention bet-

ween State and Central govern-

ments. The general public now no

longer appeals to the administra-

tors of these institutions. The un-

iversity administration has been

replaced by the Education Minis-

ter and his bureaucratic

apparatus.

In the last 15 years, the govern-

ment and Central regulatory agen-

cies have systematically transi-

tioned from being external

facilitators to becoming decision-

makers within institutions of high-

er education. Many blame this on

the growing tendency of delayed

(in most instances absence of ) de-

cision-making in these institu-

tions, but history shows that this is

rooted in the aggressive interven-

tionist policies of successive go-

vernments. At a time when global

politics is undergoing a systemic

transformation and being infused

with new ideas, institutions of

higher  education, which ought to

be fer tile intellectual spaces that

can inform and shape society, are

increasingly being undermined in

India. The time has come for insti-

tutions of higher  education in In-

dia to recover their  lost voice and

restore the fertile academic space

where ideas are discussed and de-

bated rather than suppressed and

dismissed. 

Mahesh Gopalan is Assistant Professor,

Depar tment of Histor y, St. Stephen’s

College, University of Delhi

The lost voice of the Indian university
The university administration has been replaced by the Education Minister and his bureaucratic apparatus
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H
uman beings have two re-

markable traits, the second

of which we had little rea-

son to suspect that we possessed

until the r ise of new technologies

such as the Internet.

The rst is the capacity to anti-

cipate events and tendencies, map

their  future in the short, mid, and

long term, and act accordingly. We

can, of course, go wrong, and so

there is always an element of r isk

in making decisions on the basis of

the exercise of such anticipatory

gifts that we possess. Never the-

less, to a considerable extent, such

exercises are a great potential

asset.

The second is a trait which, as I

said, I did not know we possessed

until a few decades ago. I’m not

sure what the best word for it is.

Perhaps it should be ‘cognitive ge-

nerosity ’. I stress cognitive delib-

erately to contrast with ‘material’.

Someone who has never given a

penny to Oxfam, say, or indeed

even to a beggar, will put down ev-

ery little thing he knows on the

Web, for the world to read and

share in the knowledge. She has

found an e ective way to remove

ink stains from clothes. She will

post it on some website. He has

made a delicious biryani. He will

post the recipe. The humblest of

knowledges and we seem to want

to share it with the world. If this

really is a trait, it must be the pro-

duct of evolution, but it took the

technology of the last few years to

tr igger it in us.

Combining the two traits

Now, if we combine these two

traits — the remarkable capacity

for decisions and actions on the

basis of anticipatory knowledges

and the disposition to be generous

and share the knowledges we have

—we should have been able to pre-

empt or, at the very least, to fairly

quickly contain the pandemic with

which we are now faced. The str ik-

ing genomic similar ity of the novel

coronavirus with SARS is now well

known and many who had studied

SARS had anticipated the inevita-

bility of more contagious pandem-

ics than SARS in the o ng and had

sounded the alarm for the whole

world to know and act upon the

knowledge.

Yet no one did. Why? The answ-

er is quite obvious. There is no

quick pro t in public health issues

of this preventive kind. If one

tenth of the anticipatory gifts we

have that seem to be exploited for

immediate pr ivate gain on the part

of corporations and investment

bankers were put to use in the pre-

ventive domain of public health,

not only would the cr isis that we

have been landed in be swiftly

contained, it might even have

been pre-empted by suitable med-

ical safeguards.

It would be glib to conclude

from this that the two remarkable

dispositions we possess which I

mentioned at the outset are no

match for the human disposition

to greed. The eventual resting

point of analysis cannot just be to

record the contest between con-

icting human dispositions, but to

explore the extent to which the

con icting dispositions can be en-

hanced or  undermined by institu-

tions. Thus, for instance, no less a

site than the White House institu-

tionalised our dispositions to act

on our anticipatory knowledges by

setting up an o ce called ‘Predict’

intended as an ear ly warning sys-

tem for pandemics, with a view

par tly to aiding foreign countr ies

that are pre-conditioned to be

most vulnerable. President Do-

nald Trump shut it down just a few

months before COVID-19 hit the

news — yet another symptom of

how much we have allowed our

political economy of some four de-

cades to institutionalise and chan-

nel almost all of our dispositions,

including the capacity to act intel-

ligently on anticipatory know-

ledge, for pr ivate rather than pu-

blic gain.

So, human dispositions can be

directed in all sor ts of ways by the

economic and political institutions

we construct and entrench. But,

equally, if it is we who construct

and entrench these institutions, it

is we who can dismantle (or re-

mantle) them. Perhaps the one

clear lesson of the current pan-

demic and our utter failure to act

on the anticipatory knowledges

that had been posted far and wide

by knowledgeable people is that

no re-mantling short of the public

ownership of health care and

pharmaceuticals will su ce.

Someone may agree with this

last remark but deny the stronger

thing I am claiming. Scientists and

public health o cials didn’t really

predict the pandemic, it might be

said. It was more like saying that

there is bound to be an ear th-

quake in a cer tain region in the

coming years. That is not a predic-

tion. A prediction surely must

identify a more speci c time, as,

say, of a solar eclipse. And so, even

though there are very good rea-

sons for having a public health

care system, the fact that it will

help to control the spread of (and

even perhaps prevent) a pandemic

could not have been expected to

be one of the reasons considered

for proposing a good public health

system, where it is missing (in the

United States, or India, say).

An arcane distinction

The facts simply belie this scepti-

cism. First of all, we do use the

word ‘predict’ in far  more infor-

mal ways than is being suggested

here. I may, for instance, quite

properly say, without doing any

violence to the linguistic norms

around the word ‘predict ’, about

someone I know very well, ‘I pred-

ict that he will return from Oxford

to the job we have kept open for

him in our depar tment at Colum-

bia University’, without giving any

precise speci cation of when he

will return. And second, I don’t

deny that there is a distinction bet-

ween 1) E ectively controlling the

spread of a pandemic is one of the

many reasons we would and

should consider  for proposing a

good public health care system,

and 2) Were there a good public

health care system, it would e ec-

tively control the spread of a pan-

demic. You can believe in 2) with-

out believing in 1). But given the

highly detailed warnings that were

given by scientists after SARS of its

anticipated o shoots that would

be both highly contagious and

lethal (a combination of proper ties

that was not standardly true of the

in uenzas and other  viruses of the

last many years) and the urgent

need to prepare for it — again with

highly detailed suggestions about

the development of cluster vac-

cines, production and distr ibution

of medications, hospital equip-

ment such as respirators, accesso-

r ies such as masks, etc. — the dis-

tinction between 1) and 2) is

academic and arcane.

Those who did not consider  the

need to control the spread of an

anticipated pandemic as one

among the other  good reasons to

have a good public health care sys-

tem where it is missing were simp-

ly insouciant.

Akeel Bilgrami is Sidney Morgenbesser

Professor  of Philosophy at Columbia

University

Predictions, pandemics and public health
Those who did not consider an anticipated pandemic as a reason to have a good public health care system were insouciant 
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T
he Centre’s insistence, based on new University

Grants Commission (UGC) guidelines, that nal

year examinations in all universities and institu-

tions be held in spite of the r isk posed by COVID-19 is a

needless complication in the national pandemic res-

ponse. To expect large numbers of students to take a

pen-and-paper  test, or an online examination, or a

combination of the two, as suggested by the UGC, is

counterproductive. There is growing concern world-

wide that the coronavirus infection is not always mild

among young people, and more impor tantly, youth

with mild symptoms might pass it on to older  family

members who could become ser iously ill. The point,

therefore, is not that the Centre is legally empowered to

order the conduct of examinations by September-end,

because higher  education is in the concurrent list, but

the likely harm that might follow. Also, in the unlock

phase, States have been empowered to add restr ictions

to the Home Ministry’s orders on public activity, taking

the local situation into account. Many large universities

have shown commendable alacr ity in devising alterna-

tives to evaluate students in the present circumstances,

including some academically r igorous technical univer-

sities. They have done away with a nal examination

and chosen a formula that uses best past performance

of students. Given the incalculable r isks involved, States

such as Punjab, Maharashtra, Odisha, West Bengal and

later Delhi decided against holding nal year

examinations.

As the country with the third highest number of cas-

es in the world — more than 1 million as of July 16 — the

situation on COVID-19 in India is worrying. Any move to

ram through a nal examination scheme could endan-

ger lives. The Centre must take its own advice, of res-

tr icting public movement and gather ings dur ing the

pandemic, ser iously, and leave it to the States to deter-

mine the best course. In its defence, the Depar tment of

Higher  Education has gathered data to show that 454

out of 640 universities had either  conducted examina-

tions or planned to do so, and the rest should fall in line

because of the legal position. Such a hardline approach

does not cohere with the imperative of a consensus

pandemic response. It is relevant to point out that in

the most a ected nation, the U.S., major universities

are placing health and safety rst and academic enter-

pr ise next. Any decision to reopen institutions and con-

duct examinations requires careful assessment of local

conditions, and is best left to the States.

Testing times
There is no case for compulsory nal year

university examinations during the pandemic

I
n holding that people su er ing from disability are

entitled to the same bene ts and relaxations as can-

didates belonging to the Scheduled Castes, the Su-

preme Court has recognised the travails of the disabled

in accessing education or employment, regardless of

their  social status. Even though drawn from all sections

of society, those su er ing from the several categories of

disability recognised by law have always been an under-

pr ivileged and under-represented section, a fact not-

iced in o cial studies in the past. Recently, the top

court ruled that the Delhi High Court had correctly de-

cided in 2012 that “ people su er ing from disabilities are

also socially backward, and are therefore, at the very

least, entitled to the same bene ts as given to the Sche-

duled Castes/Scheduled Tr ibes candidates” . Therefore,

it took the view that when SC/ST candidates get a relax-

ation of a cer tain percentage of marks to qualify for ad-

mission, the same relaxation shall apply to disabled

candidates too. In the 2012 case before the High Court,

a university had allowed a 10% concession in the mini-

mum eligibilit y requirement for  SC/ST candidates, and

5% concession for disabled applicants. The High Court

ruled against  this di erential  treatment, terming it dis-

cr iminatory. The larger pr inciple behind this was that

without impar ting proper education to those su er ing

from disabilities, “ there cannot be any meaningful en-

forcement of their  r ights”  both under  the Constitution

and the then prevailing 1995 legislation on providing

equal opportunities to the disabled and protecting their

r ights. It can only be more applicable, now that a fresh

law that aims for a greater transformative e ect, the

Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016, is in place.

A counterpoint  to the idea of eliminating the distinc-

tion between the disabled and the Scheduled Castes

and Scheduled Tr ibes may ar ise from those questioning

the attempt to equate physical or mental disabilit y with

the social disability and exper ience of untouchabilit y

su ered by marginali sed sections for centur ies. For in-

stance, the social background of disabled persons from

a traditionally pr ivileged community may give them an

advantage over those su er ing from histor ical social

disability. However, this may not always be the case.

The Delhi High Court had cited the abysmally low litera-

cy and employment rates among persons with disabili-

ties. Educational indicators captured in the 2001 Cen-

sus showed that illiteracy among the disabled was

much higher  than the general population gure. The

share of disabled children out of school was quite high-

er than other major social categor ies. The 2001 Census

put the illiteracy rate among the disabled at 51%. There

was similar  evidence of their  inadequate representation

in employment too. The 2016 law sought to address this

by raising the quota for the disabled from 3% to 5% and

envisaging incentives for the pr ivate sector to hire them

too. It is vital that this is fully given e ect to so that this

signi cant segment of the population is not left out of

social and economic advancement .

For equal treatment 
Supreme Court did well to extend to the

disabled the relaxations given to SC/ST 
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Merku Thodarchi Malai
Set in the foothills of the Western Ghats,

what I most love about this Tamil drama is

its arresting visuals. Cinematographer

Theni Eswar ’s camerawork is atmospher ic.

However, the movie is more beautiful than

just its frames.

For this week’s Watchlist, we have

Malayalam actor Sreenath Bhasi

sharing his list of favourite movies, “The

lockdown helped me revisit a few

yesteryear hits and catch up on some

must-watch icks that I had missed,”

says the actor

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

HOM ING IN

Manichitrathazhu
Undoubtedly an evergreen classic in

Malayalam with such a huge star cast. It

has one of the best scr ipts in

Mollywood...I revisited it again dur ing

this lockdown.

We would love to know how you are keeping busy at

home. Tell us what you are watching at

metro@thehindu.co.in

The Good, the Bad, the Weird
I love this South Korean action ick,

which was inspired by the 1966 classic

Spaghetti  Western The Good, the Bad and

the Ugly starr ing Clint Eastwood. If you

haven’t watched Korean movies, this

would a great entry.

Raging Bull
Martin Scorsese’s

biographical spor ts

drama showcases a

brilliant

performance from

Rober t De Niro.

Shot entirely in black and white, it’s also

technically well-made. 

Scarface
Apart from the gr itty

character isation of Tony

Montana, masterfully

played by Al Pacino, one

big attraction for me in

this Hollywood cr ime

drama is Giorgio

Moroder's unique music.

Har i k umar  JS 

CM
YK

M ND-NDE
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SHOWCASE

POOCH CAFE

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE

TIGER

PEANUTS

CALVIN AND HOBBES

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE

Twenty-four-year-old Sreedevi G from

Malappuram in Kerala scaled new

heights dur ing the lockdown in Kerala.

The BEd student of NSS Teacher  Train-

ing College, Ottappalam, learnt to

climb coconut trees dur ing the lock-

down and began earning by harvesting

coconuts in her  neighbourhood.

As the pandemic-induced lockdown

in March brought life to a standstill in

Kerala, Sreedevi wondered how she

could help her ailing parents, Gopalan

and Usha, make ends meet as the pan-

demic’s health scares had forced her

father to take a break from his work of

plucking coconuts. 

Although her college had closed in

March, she assumed that the lockdown

would be lifted soon and life would re-

turn to normal. But when the situation

did not improve and the lockdown was

extended, the family had to think of

ways to augment their earnings. A

post-graduate in History, she thought

of ways to earn a living that adhered to

norms of social distancing. 

“ I am the eldest of three sisters and

my parents used to remark that if they

had son, he would have been able to

follow in my father ’s footsteps. That is

when I thought of plucking coconuts

for a living,”  recalls Sreedevi.

Mastering the skill

Speaking on the phone, the deter-

mined woman remembers that her  pa-

rents were completely against the idea.

Although it was an uphill task, she

tried doing it on her own with a thlaap,

a circular loop made of rope or banana

bre that is worn around the feet by

men who climb coconut trees the tra-

ditional way. To clamber  up one tree

after the other, the men put the thlaap

around their  feet and use their hands

and feet to lift themselves up swaying

trees. “ My father refused to teach me

and I found it di cult to lift my weight

up the tree. It is a skill that I should

have learnt as a child. So I gave up that

attempt but not the decision,”  she says. 

An Internet search threw up videos

of a machine (which has a harness)

that is used to scale coconut trees.

Sreedevi knew she had found the solu-

tion, and persuaded her reluctant fath-

er to invest 3,000 in the machine.

YouTube tutor ials came to her rescue

and she learnt to scale tall trees with its

help.

“ It was not that di cult and within a

few days I was con dent I could do it.

But then I had to learn to distinguish

between tender and r ipe coconuts. It is

di cult because even the coconuts on

the same bunch might r ipen at di e-

rent times. Tender coconuts are used

for their  water and meat. That took

time to learn and my father  showed me

how to di erentiate between the nuts,”

she says. She asser ts that never once

was she nervous or scared as she

climbed the tree. 

The next time her father got a call,

Sreedevi went along to pluck the co-

conuts on two trees. “Although they

were not happy when they saw me, I

was able to pluck the tender coconuts

that they wanted. However, they

wondered why a postgraduate and an

unmarr ied woman was doing this

work… Many questions and raised

eyebrows did not deter me. I got 80

for my rst job as a coconut plucker.

The next day, I went to pluck coco-

nuts from nine trees and I got 360.

Words cannot descr ibe how happy I

was when I was able to give that 400

to my parents,”  recounts the plucky

woman.

While her fr iends were thr illed to

learn about her new set of skills, many

elders in the locality were apprehen-

sive if this was the r ight profession for a

woman. Her mother  was besieged with

questions about Sreedevi’s choice.

Making her parents proud

“ My father has breathing problems

and it was necessity that motivated me

to do this. Since I proved myself capa-

ble of doing the job, my parents are

proud that I have been able to assist my

father in his profession. My two sisters

and mother  have also learnt to use the

machine to scale the coconut palm,”

she points out.

Sreedevi adds that she also picked

up dr iving skills dur ing the lockdown.

As her father needed medical help for

his pulmonary illness, Sreedevi found

that it was quite expensive to hire an

autor ickshaw to go to the nearest Go-

vernment hospital. The alternative was

to buy a second-hand autor ickshaw

and use that. “ My father ’s fr iend taught

me dr iving. And now I take my family

around in that,”  she says with pr ide.

In the meantime, she has been get-

ting calls from a farming group in Alap-

puzha who wants her help to teach

their  members how to use the machine

to climb coconut palms.

And what happens when the results

of her BEd exams are out? “ Coconut

plucking can be done from 5.30 am to

8.30 am,”  she says. “ I don’t see why I

cannot work as a teacher and a coco-

nut palm climber. It should not be di -

cult.”  

The woman 
who scales trees

During the lockdown, BEd student Sreedevi G learnt to climb coconut trees,
following her father’s profession. Then, she taught her sisters and mother too

Plucky

personality

Sreedevi G,

climbs coconut

t rees using a

mechanical

harness she

discovered on

the Int ernet
* SPECIAL

ARRANGEMENT

Sar aswat h y Nagar ajan 

Comet Neowise enthuses Padmasree, an

Engineer ing student from Thiruvanan-

thapuram, while Keer thana Vengatesan,

an undergraduate in Mathematics from

Attur, is fascinated by the length of a

lightning bolt . Neha P, a Physics graduate

from Bengaluru, is obsessed with black

holes, and Indhirakumar  Balakr ishnan, a

biotechnologist from Namakkal,  has

gone deep into the food habits of tr ibes-

men in the Kalahar i desert.

They are among the 100-plus science

enthusiasts who form the backbone of

the por tal Shasthrasnehi.com. The pan-

demic-induced lockdown has seen the

formation of several online communities

and this science por tal is one among

them.

“A group of us had attended a course

on astrophysics and cosmology conduct-

ed by the Amateur Astronomers Organi-

sation (AASTRO) in Thiruvananthapu-

ram in 2018. We kept in touch and would

hold interactions that eventually result-

ed in the launch of a science blog in Ma-

layalam. We shifted to English to make it

accessible. Dur ing the lockdown we

shared ar ticles among our network of

fr iends and that did wonders. The write-

ups were widely read and when more pe-

ople joined the group, we launched the

website in May,”  says Arun S, a Physics

graduate and co-founder of the forum.

Fellow founders are Abhijith Prakash

Mangattu, currently working with the Mi-

nistry of Education in the UAE, and Sree-

bala PS, a nal year Physics undergrad-

uate student at St John’s College, Kollam.

Articles on the page are contr ibuted

by school and college students, engi-

neers, researchers, lecturers, scientists,

and technology exper ts. Anand Naraya-

nan, Associate Professor, Depar tment of

Ear th and Space Science, Indian Institute

of Space Science and Technology, is the

resource person. 

Keeping it simple 

“ Our motto is ‘Science for Society’ . So

we convey scienti c information in sim-

ple language and try to avoid jargon.

Whenever our members come across a

scienti c fact or development, in a jour-

nal or any platform, they wr ite on that

topic in a way that can be understood by

all,”  says Arun. 

The ar ticles, vetted by the editor ial

board, fall under  categories such as tech-

nology, general science, space science,

ear th science, chemistry, mathematics,

puzzles and life sciences. The team

maintains the website and designs imag-

es for the ar ticles. Writers choose their

topics and are expected to give at least

one article per month. 

The forum has been appreciated by

scientists from other countr ies. Arun

cites an article by Suad Kadeem Khan on

ancient crocodiles that walked like dino-

saurs. Suad, pursuing BSc Biotechnology

in UAE, had based her piece on the nd-

ings of Anthony Romilio, a palaeontolo-

gist and research associate at the Univer-

sity of Queensland.

“ When we contacted the University to

give us permission to use the images,

they wanted to know the reason. Once

we explained the mission of the forum,

Dr Anthony himself mailed us and al-

lowed us to use the images. They have ex-

tended their  suppor t for our website,”

says Arun.

While the ‘one-minute read’ section is

popular, many follow the science calen-

dar as well. The latter gives information

about impor tant scienti c events, every

month. For example, programmes like

the space walk and launch of NASA’s In-

genuity Mars Helicopter, which can be

watched live on the page of National Ae-

ronautics and Space Administration (NA-

SA), have a keen following. Lecture se-

r ies have also been a hit , especially the

one on astrophotography by Abhijith. 

Shastrasnehi, meaning ‘science lov-

er ’, has also started ‘Children’s blog’ for

school students to post their  articles. 

Audio interviews with eminent scien-

tists/researchers and a YouTube channel

are in the pipeline. The team plans to

reach out to children in tr ibal areas as

well. “ We will soon launch Sisterblogs,

where members can wr ite in their  own

regional language. Looking ahead, we

hope to reach 1,000 members in a cou-

ple of years, including enthusiasts from

across the world. We also want to high-

light scienti c research in India and

throw light on achievements of scientists

in the country,”  Arun says.

To become a member, contact shas-

thrasnehi@gmail.com or message

9746520118 on WhatsApp.

By the nerds,
for the nerds

Science, for all (Clockwise from lef t )

A representat ive image of NASA’s

Ingenuity Mars Helicopt er, Abhijith

Prakash Mangat tu, Arun S
* SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

An online portal,
powered by science

bu s from across the
country, is gaining

traction during
lockdown

At h i r a M
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A
utomation, digital
labour and gig
workers will see
more traction in
the manufactur-

ing sector, while 10-20% of
existing jobs in labour-inten-
sive sectors will face cuts due
to the changing post-covid
business environment, an
industry report said on Thurs-
day.

While 10-15% of automobile
and allied sector jobs may be
wiped out, 15-20% workers in
textiles and apparel may be
made redundant in the new
world order. However, new
jobs will open up to accommo-
date 5-10% of workers, said a
report by the Federation of
Indian Chambers of Com-
merce and Industry (Ficci).

By 2022, at least 50% of the
workers will be in jobs with
radically-changed skill sets in
the auto sector and up to 40%
in textiles and apparel, the
report, written in collabora-
tion with Nasscom and con-
sulting firm EY, added.

Apparel data scientists,
environment specialists and
IT process engineers, among
others, will be the new job cat-
egories in texti les, while
demand for automobile ana-
lytics engineers, machine
learning-based vehicle cyber-
security experts, 3D printing
technicians and sustainability
integration experts will rise.

“The biggest challenge
faced by the organizations,
especially in manufacturing,
will be to get back to work and
re-imagine work as it embra-

Y
ears ago, I spent a happy long weekend in New
York with a gang of good friends. We took in a
boat ride around Manhattan, a band in a tiny

smoke-filled bar in Greenwich Village and plenty of
New York’s famous pizza. And we spent time discuss-
ing, of all things, the McClintock Effect.

Three of our gang, you see, were women. On our sec-
ond morning, all three found their periods had kicked
in. They were so charmed and amused by this that they
forgot any possible cramps or migraines. This was, they
told us ignorant men, “menstrual synchrony” — the
tendency for women who live together to begin men-
struating on the same day every month. In 1971, a psy-
chologist called Martha McClintock studied 180
women in a college dormitory. Menstrual synchrony,
she concluded then, was real.

Now, this really didn’t apply that weekend in NYC,
because these ladies had only spent one day together.
Besides, more recent research has questioned McClin-
tock’s findings. Even so, those long-ago NYC days came
back to me after reading about some even more recent
research, at IIT Kanpur. Not about menstruation, but
about synchronization, and in the quantum world.

What’s synchronization? Imagine an individual — a
bird, a pendulum — doing a particular motion over and
over again. The bird is flapping its wings as it flies, the
pendulum is swinging back and forth. Imagine several
such individuals near each other, all doing the same
motion — several birds flying together in a flock, sev-
eral pendulums swinging while hanging from a beam.
When they start out, the birds are flapping to their own
individual rhythms, the pendulums going in different
directions. But then something beautiful happens:
these individual motions synchronize. The birds flap
in perfect coordination, so the flock moves as one mar-
vellous whole. The pendulums swing in harmony.

In fact, synchronization was first observed in pendu-
lums. In 1665, the great Dutch scientist Christiaan Huy-
gens attached two pendulum clocks to a heavy beam.
Soon after, the two pendulums were in lockstep.

Similarly, fireflies are known to break into spontane-
ous synchrony. When there are just one or a few, they
light up at different times—a pleasant enough sight, but
nothing to write home about. But there are spots in the
coastal mangroves of Malaysia and Indonesia where
whole hosts of the little insects congregate every even-
ing and suddenly, synchrony happens. They switch on
and off in perfect unison, putting on a light show like
none you’ve seen.

There are, yes, other examples. At a concert, the
audience will tend to applaud in sync. The reason we
only ever see one side of the Moon is that the orbital

Up to 20% jobs 
may be cut: Ficci
New jobs will open up for 5-10% workers, report says

Manufacturing  could witness mass adoption of technologies 

such as robotics, AI and big data amid the covid-19 crisis. MINT
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rers, will fast track companies
to integrate it to adapt to the
new normal, it added.

In a labour-surplus country
like India, such a shift, if it
becomes a reality, will have a
huge negative impact on the
labour market that is strug-
gl ing due to inadequate
employment generation,
higher informal jobs and lack

of decent work.
The report said

five new skill sets
will be in huge
demand in the
post - covi d-19
wor ld, which
include ‘data liter-
acy’, making
sense of data and
in-depth under-

standing of business trends
and shifting customer needs,
creativity and innovation, dig-
ital marketing for continua-
tion of businesses, critical
thinking to determine what is
credible and big data to make
businesses more resilient to
future pandemics.

ces the new digital reality,” the
report said, adding that manu-
facturing  could also witness
mass adoption of technologies
such as robotics, artificial
intelligence and big data to
mitigate the shortage of man-
power amid the covid-19 crisis.

“Labour-intensive manu-
facturing sectors depend on a
large workforce on the shop-
floor for opera-
tions. But social
distancing norms
will require dif-
ferent approach
to resume activi-
ties. Emerging
new business
models and swift
shi ft  towards
p r o d u c i n g
healthcare and medical equip-
ment would also require work-
ers to be re-ski l led and
up-skilled,” the report said.
Internet of Things (IoT) for the
industries was already on the
rise and now shortage of shop

oor manpower due to cov-
id-19 impact on migrant labou-

By 2022, at least 
50% of workers 
will be deployed 

in jobs with 
radically-changed 
skill sets in auto 

sector, report said

and rotational periods of the Moon have, over time,
synchronized with the rotation of our Earth. Your heart
beats because the thousands of “pacemaker” cells it
contains pulse in synchrony. Some years ago, a bridge
of a new and radical design was built over the Thames
in London. When it was opened, people swarmed onto
it on foot. It quickly started swaying disconcertingly
from side to side — enough, in turn, to force the pedes-
trians to walk in a certain awkward way just to keep
their footing. On video, you’ll see hundreds of people
on the bridge, all walking awkwardly but in step.

In his book Sync: The Emerging Science of Spontane-
ous Order, the mathematician Steven Strogatz writes:
“At the heart of the universe is a steady, insistent beat:
the sound of cycles in sync. It pervades nature at every
scale from the nucleus to the cosmos.” He goes on to
observe that this tendency for synchronization “does
not depend on intelligence, or life, or natural selection.
It springs from the deepest source of all: the laws of
physics”. And that’s where IIT Kanpur comes in. 

In 2018, a team of Swiss researchers looked at the
possibility of synchronization at the lower end of that
scale that Strogatz mentions, or in some ways even off
that end of the scale. Do the most elementary, funda-
mental particles known to physicists exhibit the same
tendency to synchronize as somewhat larger objects
such as starlings and pendulums and the moon? We’re
talking about electrons and neutrons, particles that
occupy the so-called “quantum” world. Can we get
them to synchronize?

They concluded that the smallest quantum particles
actually cannot be synchro-
nized. These exhibit a
“spin”—a form of angular
momentum, in a sense the
degree to which the particle
is rotating — of 1/2 (half). But
there are ways in which
such “spin-half” particles
can combine to form a
“spin-1” system, and the

Swiss team predicted that these combinations are the
smallest quantum systems that can be synchronized.

So, a physics research group at IIT Kanpur decided
to test this prediction. These are guys, I should tell you,
who are thoroughly accustomed to working with
atoms: One day in 2016, their professor, Dr Saikat
Ghosh, took me into their darkened lab and pointed to
a small red glow visible in the middle of their apparatus.
“That’s a group of atoms,” he said with a grin, and then
tweaked some settings and the glow dropped out of
sight. The point? They are able to manipulate atoms.
On another visit, they underlined this particular skill by
showing me their work with graphene, a sheet of car-
bon that is — get this — one atom thick.

So, after the Swiss prediction, Ghosh and his stu-
dents took a million atoms of rubidium—a soft, silvery
metal — and cooled them nearly to what’s known as
“absolute zero”, or -273° Celsius. Could they get these
atoms to show synchrony?

Let’s be clear about what they were dealing with,
though. The usual objects that synchronize — pendu-
lums, birds — are called “oscillators” because they are

in some regular, rhythmic motion. Strictly, it is that
motion of the oscillators that synchronizes. But we’re
dealing here with objects we can see, which means the
rules of “classical” physics apply. Quantum objects like
atoms behave differently. In fact, Ghosh told me that
spin-1 atoms are not really oscillating in the same sense
as pendulums and starlings in flight. Still, with that
caveat in place, there are ways in which we can abstract
their motion and treat them as oscillators.

In their experiment, the IIT team shot pulses of light
at the group of rubidium atoms. Light is made up of
photons, which are like minuscule bundles of energy.
When they hit an atom, they “flip” its spin. Embodied
in that flip is the photons’ quantum information; in a
real way, the photons are actually stored in these
flipped atoms. This happens with such precision that
you can later flip the atoms back and release the pho-
tons, thus “retrieving” the stored light. In fact, with this
storage and retrieval behaviour, the atoms are like
memory cells, and this is part of the mechanism of
quantum computing. (See my column from October
2018, Catch a quantum computer and pin it down).

But when the atoms are flipped and they store these
photons, something else happens to them. When the
light is retrieved, the IIT team found it displays “inter-
ference fringes” — a characteristic pattern of light and
shadow (similar in concept to what causes stripes on 
tigers and zebras, or patterns in the sand on a beach). 
From this fringe pattern, the scientists can reconstruct
the quantum state the atoms were in—and voilà, there’s
synchrony.

Did each individual atom synchronize to the light —
and since all one million atoms did so, is that how they
are synchronized with each other as well? That’s to be
tested still, but it’s a good way to think of what hap-
pened. Again, take fireflies. In one experiment, a single
flashing LED bulb was placed in a forest. When the fire-
flies appeared, they quickly synchronized to the flash-
ing bulb, and therefore to each other. As Dr Ghosh
commented: “two fireflies synchronizing is interesting,
but an entire forest filled with fireflies lighting up in
sync reveals new emergent patterns.”

There are implications in all this for, among other
things, quantum computing. The IIT team’s paper
remarks; “[The] synchronization of spin-1 systems …
can provide insights in open quantum systems and find
applications in synchronized quantum networks.”
(Observation of quantum phase synchronization in
spin-1 atoms, by Arif Warsi Laskar, Pratik Adhikary,
Suprodip Mondal, Parag Katiyar, Sai Vinjanampathy
and Saikat Ghosh, published 3 June 2020).

There will be other applications too. But over 350
years after Christiaan Huygens stumbled on “classical”
synchronization, the IIT team has shown for the first
time that this strangely satisfying behaviour happens
in the quantum world too. No wonder their paper was
chosen recently for special mention in the premier
physics journal, Physical Review Letters.

A round of applause for the IIT folks, please. I know
it will happen in synchrony.

Once a computer scientist, Dilip D’Souza now lives in
Mumbai and writes for his dinners. His Twitter handle
is @DeathEndsFun

DANCE OF THE SYNCHRONIZED QUANTUM PARTICLES 
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spin-1 systems 
can provide 
insights in 
quantum 
networks
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the pandemic, the line between work 
and home may stay blurred. The false 
binary of one’s work as distinct from 
one’s life implicit in the concept of a 
work-life balance has been exposed. We 
have found a way to reconcile the two, 
and while it has not always been easy, it 
is here to stay in one form or another. 

The other big shift that will have a 
long-term impact is our mental model 
of health and healthcare. The emphasis 
on the curative aspects of healthcare 
has been giving way to a more holistic 
wellness-based understanding. In the 
aftermath of this crisis, our focus on 
preventive and proactive health is likely 
to increase. The need to build immunity 
is a big learning from the virus, and this 
will influence our diet and fitness rou-
tine. We might forget the fear caused 
by the pandemic in a few years, but at a 
visceral level, we will never be able to 
regard a sneeze or a cough in public 
with anything but fear.

Attitudes towards consumption will
also change, albeit not universally. For 
some, after a brief period of revenge 
shopping, life will go back to normal. 
But a significant segment will look for 
more meaningful modes of consump-
tion. Again, this is a trend already in the 
making. The ability to live frugally with-
out sacrificing too much pleasure is an 
experience that will have a cascading 

impact. Fashion, for example, may 
invite much greater scrutiny, and it is 
quite likely that our wardrobes will 
shrink. The need for self-expression 
through our attire will never go away, 
but it could take newer forms. Fast fash-
ion, with its rapidly changing trends 
and easy disposability, could give way to 
more selective and sustainable clothing.

Food, on the other hand, is a category
that might turn more adventurous and 
experimental. The only pleasure 
afforded to a large section of people 
during this period has been that of food, 
and this has seen a large measure of 
experimentation and the expansion of 
culinary boundaries for many. This will 
spill over to our post-covid behaviour, 
and eating both at home and outside is 
likely to be a source of great excitement. 
Eating out will return; there is no 
underlying reason why this habit will 
not come roaring back.

Travel is likely to take a hit, particu-
larly for business. We have also discov-
ered just how much of our travel was 
unnecessary, and how easy it is to use 
technology instead. Leisure travel will 
change in character. Domestic tourism, 
particularly road trips, are likely to 
become common. Hygiene will become 
a big variable that will impact tourism; 
countries and regions regarded poorly 
on this parameter will suffer, perhaps 
unjustly, given that the pandemic has 
affected all regions, and particularly 
those that are more developed and 
where sanitary conditions are usually 
impeccable.

Perhaps the deepest change that we
will see is in the mental model we use to 
think about the future. We will come to 
regard it with much greater caution, 
and choices that we implicitly make that 
are based on thinking about the future 
as a largely smooth upward curve will 
get re-evaluated. More barricades 
against uncertainty will be sought, be it 
in the form of long-term investments, 
the need for insurance, or the criticality 
of savings. In our minds, the future will 
not be what it used to be. 

C
ovid-19 has changed virtually
everything. How we live, work,
interact with people, eat, cook,

travel (or don’t), spend our leisure time, 
what we think about, how we see the 
future, worry about health. Will this 
lead to a permanent reset of some fun-
damental behaviours? What are the 
long-term changes that we can expect 
once the pandemic dies out?

A lot of our new behaviours are 
reversible. This is evident in the way 
many countries and regions have 
reverted to past habits when it comes to 
eating out, meeting people and shop-
ping once the threat is seen to have 
receded even a little. Adaptability to 
new circumstances can often be mis-
taken for a willingness to change per-
manently, and it is important to draw a 
distinction between the two.

The behaviours that are far more 
likely to change for good are those that 
were emergent even before covid 
struck. In these cases, the underlying 
factors driving them were not immedi-
ate reactions to an unprecedented 
event, but longer-term shifts that were 
gradually surfacing. After the crisis 
passes, it is likely that these will crystal-
lize as habits.

The meaning of work and its relation-
ship with home is a part of our life which 
will change substantially. Over the 
years, the need to necessarily work at an 
office has been under scrutiny, and post 

The pandemic could even alter 
our mental model of the future

From food to healthcare, much is likely to change after covid-19, and signs of it are already visible

SANTOSH DESAI 
is managing director and chief executive 

officer at Futurebrands India

H
ow Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance
uses Jio Platforms as a fulcrum
to pivot from the industrial era
to the information age promises
to become a B-school case study.
In the past few months, Jio has

had business circles agog with huge invest-
ments from the US. With Facebook and Goo-
gle signed on as strategic partners, with stakes 
in Jio of 10% and 7.7% respectively, Ambani’s 
ambition has the backing of two of the world’s 
most successful internet businesses. If Face-
book’s WhatsApp network is expected to aid 
Jio’s e-commerce venture in various ways, 
Google’s Android software for smartphones 
could help deepen Jio’s telecom penetration 
and enrich millions of Indian lives with the 
wonders of cyberspace, thanks partly to Reli-
ance’s own 5G technology. Jio’s online propos-
als for the consumer have already begun to 
proliferate. While this may simply look like an 
industrial house going digital, a broad strategy 
seems discernible in its flurry of plans, one that 
echoes its expansion of the previous century. 
Indeed, it is this that lends the company’s 
internet embrace its global uniqueness. 

Under its founder Dhirubhai Ambani, Reli-
ance opted for vertical integration. It was a 
maker of polyester fabric that moved backward 
into synthetic yarn, and then further back into 
the source of its chief raw material, crude oil, 
even as it fanned forth into markets for refined 
fuel, bulk plastics and other polymers derived 
from oil. This way, it had the entire petrochem 
chain profitably covered, from a sludgy natural 
resource pumped out of the earth all the way 
to polyfill pillows. Under Mukesh Ambani, the 
founder’s son, Jio also began in the middle—
with telecom services. Today, Jio is evidently 
keen to operate everything that keeps people’s 
digital devices running, such as wireless con-

nectivity, even as it fans out with assorted digi-
tal offerings for the country’s multitudes. Now 
that India has opened up its space sector to 
private participation, communication satellites 
might be the company’s next move at the back-
end. As for the front-end, Jio’s latest ally Goo-
gle’s expertise in operating systems could help 
it acquire a “gateway” advantage. It could 
potentially gain control of the very interface 
between a mobile phone and its user, the open-
ing screen of which is valuable real estate for 
every app striving to reach out. Mass success 
with entry-level handsets could then grant Jio 
command of myriad sub-markets, from enter-
tainment and news to online huddles and shop-
ping expeditions. Given the cost structures 
involved, this digital suffusion could spin big 
money for the business in the decades ahead. 

There is a key difference, though, between 
Reliance’s old industrial project and Jio’s cur-
rent internet sprawl. While the former relied 
on one major resource, oil, the company’s new 
thrust would rely on several. With large sums 
of capital, airwave spectrum and databases are 
easily acquired. But new-age businesses call 
for resources that are even more intangible. 
Globally, specific apps or online ventures are 
seen to succeed on the back of unique ideas. 
Since innovations could pop up anywhere, no 
company can hope to suffuse the web beyond 
a point. Also, core competence gurus would 
argue that no company can be the best at 
everything; especially not if it tries to be all 
things to all people. These factors could limit 
Jio’s prospects somewhat, though the com-
pany may well adopt a policy of buying out 
every new online gig out there that catches a 
new market’s fancy. If this were to happen, it 
could spur internet entrepreneurship, with 
all manner of whizkid startups vying for Jio’s 
attention. Perhaps they already are.

A pivot from industrial 
to the information age

Reliance’s shift to the internet with Jio resembles its industrial expansion strategy of yore, 

but there’s a key difference that could determine how far it is able to fulfil its web ambitions
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The India-Pakistan
encounter must be

a fascinating study f rom
the outside looking in.
The press conference by
the foreign ministers of
the two countries that
was televised live on
Thursday night went
along predictable lines,
up to a point.

The suave Pakistani
Shah Mehmood Qureshi,
so in love with the sound
of his own voice and the
way the light falls on his
polished visage, droned
on interminably in his
opening remarks.

His Indian counterpart,
arguably as urbane a
gent, tried to match
him in making remarks
that sounded like they
were new, but actually
not really.

Imagine the excitement
in the room then
when the masks slipped
and there were snarls
about bureaucratic
indiscretions that seemed
to have been timed
deliberately just before
the talks in Islamabad.
Expect more of the
same—talks about talks
(see Page 3). Perhaps
that’s a sign of progress.

QUI CK EDI T

Look who’s
talking

Mint is also a vailable f or Rs5.50 with Hindus tan T imes under a c ombo off er

PARLIAMENT-BOUND

Cosmetic
changesfor
disputesBill

B Y A STAFF WRITER
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MUMBAI

T
he government is likely to
press ahead with plans to
set up a committee head-

ed by the finance minister to re-
solve regulatory tussles on hy-
brid financial instruments, albe-
it with some changes aimed at
placating the opposition to the
proposal.

A Bill to convert the ordi-
nance issued on the subject may
be introduced in the monsoon
session of Parliament that be-
gins on 26 July. “There will be
minor changes both in terms of
scope as well as structure of the
committee,” a person familiar
with the development said.

The 18 June ordinance had
envisaged the dispute resolution
committee as comprising the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) gov-
ernor, heads of the Securities
and Exchange Board of India
(Sebi), the Insurance Regulatory
and Development Authority
(Irda) and the Pension Fund
Regulatory and Development
Authority (PFRDA), besides the
finance and financial services
secretaries as members. The Bill
may stipulate that RBI will be
represented by a deputy gover-
nor rather than the governor.
This is aimed at preserving the
pre-eminence that the RBI gov-
ernor, being the lender of last
resort, enjoys among all regula-
tors, the person said.

Currently, the governor chairs
the high-level coordination
committee on financial markets
that includes the chairmen of
Sebi, Irda and PFRDA.

The Bill is also expected to
clearly specify that the commit-
tee will not take up any issue on
its own and that the new struc-
ture will come into play only
when the regulators choose to
refer an issue to it.

According to the ordinance,
the committee would come into
the picture “in case of any differ-
ence of opinion” among regula-
tors on regulating hybrid instru-
ments when any of them makes
“a reference to the joint commit-
tee”. The Bill is expected to
change this slightly, making it
clear that the joint committee
will intervene only when all reg-
ulators want it to do so.

In other words, the panel will
not proactively settle any regula-
tory dispute. The existing system
of regulators talking to each oth-
er on such issues at a common
forum will continue.

Another person familiar with
the development said the
changes to the ordinance will be
“cosmetic” and the government
will push through the Bill even
though RBI has expressed its
reservations, fearing loss of au-
tonomy.

The Bill is expected to have a
smooth passage as the opposi-
tion—the Bharatiya Janata Party
and the Left—is unlikely to op-
pose it.

“It’s not about price rise, or
say, interest rate on small sav-
ings. It has nothing to do with
the masses. Why would it be-
come a political issue,” asked a
senior finance professional in
Mumbai, who is closely tracking
the issue.

All the people quoted in the
story declined to be named.

The capital market regulator
has not formally expressed its
reservations, but RBI has made
it clear it fears the government’s
interference in policy issues. RBI
governor D. Subbarao has writ-
ten a letter to finance minister
Pranab Mukherjee on this and
met him early this week.

The original idea behind the
ordinance was to end the turf
war between Sebi and Irda on
the regulation of unit-linked in-
surance plans, a hybrid that
combines investment in equities
and bonds along with an insur-
ance component. Neither RBI
nor Sebi were consulted for the
plan.

RBI has asked the ministry to
allow the ordinance to lapse,
and if that is not possible, “the
portion of the ordinance relating
to the RBI Act may be deleted”.

The government is unlikely to
accept the banking regulator’s
request, but it seems to be will-
ing to make small changes.

Govt topush ahead
with panel toresolve
regulatory spats;
RBI governor may
not be made member

INTRODUCING TRANSPARENCY

Real- time disclo sure of gr ant of 

patent; no mor e time dela ys

No pre-grant opposition will be 

entertained onc e patent is gr anted

All patent cases t o be 

disclosed in adv ance on the 

preceding evening thr ough 

the publishing of a “cause lis t”

Filing of pr e-grant 

opposition thr ough aliases 

classified as a legal off ence

OLD NEW

Gap bet ween gr ant of patent and is sue 

of certificate of up t o six mon ths

During this period, firms c ontinue t o 

file pr e-grant opposition

No public lis ting of pa tent 

announcements; results if 

one of the parties mis sing 

the hearing

System unable t o prevent 

pre-grant oppositions under 

aliases b y the same c ompany

HCboost for innovators, orders
overhaul of patent process
B Y N IK HIL K ANEK AL
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I n a much-needed rel ief to
innovators, the Delhi high

court on Thursday passed a
landmark judgement which
will bring greater transparency
to the process of granting pat-
ents and crack down on the
practice of filing mischievous
pre-grant opposition.

Accordingly, the office of the
controller of patents has been
directed by the court to not
only disclose award of patents
on a real-time basis, but also
electronically circulate patent
hearing dates a day before.

The judgement, issued by
justice S. Muralidhar, dealt
with eight cases; the lead case
was Snehlata C. Gupte versus
Union of India.

At the core of the legal chal-
lenge was the existing process,
which resulted in a time gap
between the grant of a patent
and the issue of the certificate.
This loophole in the process
was at times exploited by rival
parties to file a challenge even
after the patent had been
granted.

In some instances, parties
also filed multiple challenges

under aliases. This has now
been declared illegal and will
invite a penalty.

In his judgement, Muralid-
har maintained that once the
final order granting the patent
is signed by the controller or
the assistant controller, it must
be immediately placed on the
website on the same day so as
to eliminate the time gap be-
tween the signing of the order
and publishing it.

This would mean that the
patent would come into force
on the day on which the order
has been signed as opposed to
the day when the order is pub-
lished or the patent certificate
is issued.

The court has asked the con-
troller to publish a “cause list”
of patent matters pending be-
fore it, bringing an even more
transparent mode of function-
ing to the department.

“The intention of the judge
was to protect patenting. It will
streamline the patent process
and it gives a good warning to
those who want to unduly stop
patenting,” said noted patent
lawyer Pratibha Singh, who
represented J. Mitra and Co.
Pvt. Ltd, which won the case.

“There is a habit of people
who were trying to create im-
pediments in the grant of pat-

TURN TO PAGE 2®

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES

Piramal’sacquisitionplanwon’t
belimited byplace, industry
BY SATIS H JOHN &

C.H . U NNIK RISHNAN

·························
MUMBAI

Armed with a war chest of
around $3 billion (around

Rs14,000 crore), Ajay Piramal’s
acquisition plans won’t be
constrained by geography or
industry, said a senior compa-
ny official.

The Piramal group that he
heads has interests in health-
care, original drug discovery,
glass manufacturing, etc.

“While as a group we are
looking at India, valuations are
very attractive in the US and
Europe. There are huge oppor-
tunities for consolidation
there,” said Vijay Shah, manag-
ing director of the Rs1,103 crore
Piramal Glass Ltd, a group
company that was almost
dragged down by its acquisition
in 2005 of a US firm, Wheaton
Glass, in chapter 11 protection,
but was smartly turned around
in fiscal 2009-10.

Scalability of the business
and a shot at global leadership
will be the prime motives be-
hind the next phase of acquisi-
tions in the group, he said, add-
ing that Piramal, who handled
all the deals personally, has al-
ready started the process.

Global healthcare firm Ab-

bott Laboratories Inc. had ac-
quired the domestic formula-
tions business of Piramal
Healthcare Ltd, the Piramal
group’s flagship company, for
$3.7 billion in May.

Earlier this month, Piramal
Healthcare sold its diagnostic
services business to Super Re-
ligare Laboratories Ltd for
Rs600 crore. The initial pay-
ments from both deals amount
to about $3 billion.

“Scanning possible acquisi-
tions in high-growth sectors is
going on, but nothing is con-

cluded yet,” said Shah, a
22-year veteran of the group.

Ranjit Kapadia, vice-presi-
dent (institutional research) at
HDFC Securities Ltd, said the
company will likely be looking
to strengthen its contract re-
search and manufacturing
services business by global ac-
quisitions as several assets in
that segment are available at
cheap valuation in the reces-
sion-hit markets.

Earliest this week, Murari

TURN TOPAGE 2®

On the lookout: Ajay Piramal, chairman of thePiramal group.

 An 18 June or dinance ends the turf 
war bet ween Sebi and Ir da on Ulips. 
It also pr oposes the idea of set ting up 
a statutory join t panel under the 
finance minis ter to sort out futur e 
regulatory disput es on h ybrid pr oducts

 On 2 July , the RBI go vernor writ es t o 
the financ e minis ter t o allow the  
ordinance to lapse as it f ears er osion 
of its aut onomy

 The minis try is lik ely t o table the Bill in 
the monsoon ses sion of  P arliamen t 
and turn the or dinance into law. It ma y 
make cosmetic changes t o assure 
regulators tha t it will no t 
interfere in their aut onomy

SPAT RESOLUTION 

SCpriorityfor
crucial green
disputes
BY N IHK IL K ANEK AL
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NEW DELHI

The Supreme Court has set
up a special bench directly

under Chief Justice S.H. Kapa-
dia to fast-track decisions on
crucial environmental dis-
putes.

This has been spun out of
the existing Green Bench (also
called the Forest Bench).
While the special bench under
the chief justice will hear im-
portant matters such as mining
in forests and large develop-
ment projects, a new bench
headed by justice B. Suder-
shan Reddy will hear all other
environment-related matters
every Monday.

Speaking to a crowded
courtroom, Kapadia said the
measures were being taken to
ensure the speedy disposal of
important cases. Once a mat-
ter comes before the special
bench, which sits every Friday,
it will be speedily dealt with.
“This is how we have decided
to operate,” he said.

The court will be listing only
three cases every week as it is
unlikely that more than one
case will be heard at a sitting.

There are several pressing
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INDIA TODAY

Q&A: Commercial approach is
best, saysSKS’Akula >4

WSJ: Citigroup profit falls 37%in second
quarter, revenue drops too >9

PHOTOESSAY: How three schools for the poor
are coping with the Right toEducation >6-7

CORPORATE: Tata hikes Nano price,
to begin second-phase deliveries >5

MINT

A stat ist ical analysis, 
properly conducted, is a 

del icate dissect ion  of  
uncer tain t ies, a surgery 

of  supposi t ions.

MICHAEL J. MORONEY

The false binary of one’s work as 
distinct from one’s life implicit 
in the concept of a work-life 

balance has been exposed. We 
have found a way to reconcile 

the two that may be here to stay.

We will come to regard the
future with much greater caution 
than before and re-evaluate the 
choices we once made assuming 

that it would largely be 
a smooth upward curve

Q U I CK  R EA D

SUSHMITA BOSE informed me her husband is gleefully
reporting he can now be with her “all the
time”. “You know it’s just the slightest bit
terrifying when he says that. I’d rather he
reports to work… alas, that’s not to be, not in
the foreseeable future.”

She’s not the only one—and I’m giving
sexism a very wide berth here. Many of my
female friends and relatives, who live with
significant others, are not very happy with
this new corporate trend. Man about the
house the whole day long, sitting in on vir-
tual meetings in form-fitting shirts and
coming-apart-at-the-seams shorts, tossing
half-eaten bags of potato chips on the
floor—not a good idea.

Someone else I know said that she’s prep-
ping for work-from-home becoming a con-
stant till the end of her professional life, a
scenario where both she and her hubby are
disparate colleagues at home. She’s devised
a formula. “We’ve set up ‘temporary offi-
ces’—his is the den, mine is the bedroom.
I’ve made him promise that while we work,
we will not see each other’s faces and stay
put ‘at work’.”

It has worked like a dream for them, she
says, and she’s now a convert to the cult of
#WFH.

routine. Her old experience ensures she
doesn’t need to scramble around because
her boss suddenly happens to call while
she’s watching Netflix. “Just because I’m at
home doesn’t mean I’m flex.”

When and if the pandemic deigns to
desist from its reign of terror, will we get
back to our boardrooms and our cubicles?
Already, many companies are mulling over
making remote working a permanent
agreement, with provisions for occasional
attendance, perhaps. While I’m pretty sure

this will not apply across
all sectors, for many of us,
it will be a new reality.

In Everybody Loves
Raymond, Ray’s wife
Debra used to get angsty
each time he chose to
work from home, creat-
ing little (sometimes big)
messes all over their sub-
urban house; she’d keep
haranguing him to get
back to work and expend
his nervous energy on
colleagues instead. I was
reminded of my favour-
ite sitcom when a cousin

ing! I’m flex—no mulling over Friday dress-
ing, no weekly stocktaking of ‘corporate’
wear, never want to go back to the work-
place.”

Amid all the sartorial perks, the best part,
he claims, is that he’s way more productive
working from home. “I now realize that
most of my workday was spent on the com-
mute, in dead-end meetings and general
chitchat,” he explained. “Oh yeah, lunch
was a time-consuming big deal—it was like
a strategic conclave, you know, depending
on what was on the
menu: lunching with the
boss, with the team, with
a human resources col-
league, or with a friend
who works for the com-
petition.”

Another friend, who’s
worked from home in
pre-corona t imes
because her company
was (obvi ousl y)
equipped with foresight,
maintains that she will
continue to “log in” and
“log out” so she can keep
tabs on her professional

to office and sort it out.”
The pandemic changed it all. Now

whether I—and a legion of others—like it or
not, work from home is the new state of
play… by order, the management.

As it turns out, I belong to the old-school
minority set that is not embracing—at least
notionally—of this arrangement. (Don’t ask
me why I don’t approve of it, I don’t have a
compelling answer. At best, I’ll say it is like
my inbuilt aversion to shopping remotely.)
In the US, data gathered from the 2020
State of Remote Work survey indicates that a
whopping 98% of respondents would now
like to work remotely—from home. While
offices around the world may or may not yet
have the infrastructure necessary to facili-
tate the actual implementation of work-
from-home in perpetuity, the figure may be
a pointer to the public mood worldwide.

WhatsApp is flush with silly videos of
men in ties conducting Zoom meetings; as
the camera pans below their waists, you see
they are sporting underwear beneath crisp
top-half raiment. I forwarded one such clip,
along with an eye-roll emoji, to a friend of
mine, who promptly messaged back to say
that he “attends” important video conferen-
ces in his boxers as well. “Man, it’s so liberat-

T
ill very recently—circa the advent of
corona and subsequent lockdown—I
didn’t have Wi-Fi at home. For the

longest time, I was immensely chuffed that
I could do away with broad-range technol-
ogy hovering around helpfully in every con-
ceivable nook and cranny of my personal
space, and be alright. Other than “What do
you do for streaming services?”—to which
my standard response used to be: “I watch
DVDs that I pay full price for”—I used to get
hit by something else. A lot.

“What do/will you do in case you have to
work from home?”

This was an interesting question. 
Because “I believe in work-life balance,

don’t carry class notes back home” wouldn’t
have cut the mustard. As a journalist, my job
was—at the risk of sounding irritatingly
bumptious—“24 by 7”. So I would say, “I use
data, pretend my BlackBerry is my laptop,
and, well, I’m in business. And if it’s a pro-
duction-related matter, I hop into a cab, go

Law of remote work: Home’s where your  head office is

is a journalist, editor and 

the author of ‘Single In The 

City’.

WhatsApp is flush with silly 
videos of men in ties conducting 
Zoom meetings. As the camera 
pans below their waists, you see 

they are sporting underwear 
beneath crisp top-half raiment.

As work-from-home threatens
to become permanent, couples 

may need ways to stay out of 
each other’s hair. Separate work 

dens, with a promise not to 
engage all day, may do the trick
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THE NEW NORMAL
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